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Abstract: We consider the solution of one-dimensional Riccati equation related
to risk-sensitive parameter, here the parameter bounded from negative two to zero.
We see mathematical finance problems in constructing optimal strategies for risk
-sensitive criteria of the portfolio optimization on an infinite time horizon, which are
obtained from the solutions of matrix Riccati equation.
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§1. Introduction
There have been several works applying the idea of risk-sensitive control to problems
of mathematical finance. Bielecki and Pliska studied finance model which is consider
dynamic portfolio optimization problems on an infinite time horizon. There they consider
the problem maximizing the risk-sensitized expected growth rate per unit time under
crucial condition with the risk sensitivity parameter it’s from negative two to infinite.
Kazutaka Kuroda and Hideo Nagai have studied Bielecki and Pliska model without the
crucial condition with the risk sensitivity parameter it’s positive. We consider about
Kazutaka Kuroda and Hideo Nagai model if we could be able get similar result in minimize
the risk sensitized expected growth rate per unit time under the risk sensitivity parameter
is from negative two to zero. In this paper we consider the solution of one-dimensinal
Riccati equation when it’s related to risk sensitivity parameter is from negative two to
zero to see if we can have solution in n-dimensinal case.
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§2. Results
In this paper, we study the symmetric non-negative solutions P (t) to the following
Riccati equation, which arises from risk-sensitive portfolio optimazation problem.
P˙ (t)− P (t)K0P (t) + K∗1P (t) + P (t)K1 + H = 0, (1)




















Λ : n× (n + m) constant matrix,
Σ : m× (n + m) constant matrix,
A : m× n constant matrix,










































































In one-dimension case, that is n = 1 and m = 0, equation (1) is reduced to





















K0P (t)2 − 2K1P (t)−H
,
so that
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Hence
ln
∣∣∣∣P (t)K0 − (K1 +
√
K21 + HK0)












K21 + HK0(T − t),
P (t)K0 − (K1 +
√
K21 + HK0)














Substituting the equation K21 + HK0 =
4
4
, we then have
































































































































































































4 > 0, or


−2 < θ < 0,
K1 < 0,
4 > 0.
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On the other hand,




































⇐⇒ (θ + 2)2B2 − 2θ(θ + 2)ΛA
Σ
































Eventually, we arrive at
lim
T→∞
P−(t)exists ⇐⇒1. θ > 0,
or
















































































Summing up the results above, we obtain the following table.






< θ < 0









K1 > 0 ∃ lim
T→∞
P−(t) None
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